Terahertz imaging and spectroscopy has demonstrated a potential for differentiating tissue types of excised breast cancer tumors. Pulsed terahertz technology provides a broadband frequency range from 0.1 THz to 4 THz for detecting cancerous tissue. Tumor tissue types of interest include cancer typically manifested as infiltrating ductal or lobular carcinomas, fibro-glandular (healthy connective tissues) and fat. In this work, images of breast tumors excised from human and animal models are reviewed. In addition to alternate fresh tissues, breast cancer tissue phantoms are developed to further evaluate terahertz imaging and the potential use of contrast agents. Terahertz results are successfully validated with pathology images, showing strong differentiation between cancerous and healthy tissues for all freshly excised tissues and types. The advantages, challenges and limitations of THz imaging of breast cancer are discussed.
Introduction
Since the first steps towards reliable terahertz (THz) sources nearly 20 years ago, researchers have been racing to develop hardware systems that utilize this historical "terahertz gap" from 0.1 to 10 THz for medical and engineering applications [9] . One such application is breast cancer, representing 11.6% of all global cancer cases with more than two million estimated new diagnoses in 2018 [8] . The two common surgical treatments for invasive breast cancer are mastectomy, or full breast removal, and lumpectomy, removal of just the tumor bulk and margin. With early diagnosis, lumpectomy is generally preferred over radical mastectomy (57% of early detections) and has shown to be just as effective at preventing cancer spread recurrence [13] . Lumpectomy also has reduced cosmetic damage and therefore stands to become more common as early cancer screening techniques improve.
The primary surgical concern for lumpectomy procedures is the margin assessment. A positive margin denotes cancer on the outside border of the removed tumor, and therefore in the surgical cavity, while a negative margin indicates that only healthy tissue is present at the surgical edge. Since local recurrence occurs in the original excision site in 75-90% of cases, positive margins demand additional excision to ensure patient health [17] . The American Society for Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) guidelines state "Negative margins (no ink on tumor) optimize [ipsilateral breast tumor recurrence]. Wider margins widths do not significantly lower this risk" [18] . As such there is a strong need for accurate margin assessment that still maintains conservative tissue excision.
The golden standard for margin assessment is pathology imaging. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) blocks of excised tumor tissue are sectioned into 4-5 μm thick slices and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for pathology assessment under a microscope. However, this process can take from several days to weeks, and any further excisions require a second surgery that puts additional strain on patients and medical care providers [15] . While intraoperative techniques like radio frequency ablation and cavity shaving are effective in reducing positive margin rates, these techniques are generally undirected and can cause additional unnecessary damage without a method to locate any remaining cancer [16] . With a positive margin rate of 20-40% in conventional lumpectomy procedures, this creates a critical need for a fast, intraoperative margin assessment tool [20] .
THz technology has shown significant differentiation between various diseased and healthy tissues [12] . THz radiation is relatively low-power and non-ionizing, making it biologically safe for both in vivo and excised tissues [22] . THz frequencies have a greater imaging resolution than microwaves due to a shorter wavelength and show improved transmittance in fatty tissues over infrared techniques [22] . THz imaging has been applied to various cancer types, including basal cell carcinoma [23] , brain [24] , colon [11] , and breast [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 10, 14, 21] . For breast cancer in particular, THz spectroscopy has shown distinct differentiation between cancer and healthy tissue at THz frequencies [4] . As a result, THz shows promise as a margin assessment tool, although some challenges remain such as overlapping properties between fibro-glandular and cancer tissues in some tumor cases.
It should be noted that THz imaging is limited to providing macroscopic images of tissue and not microscopic ones like pathology. Furthermore, the penetration depth of THz signal in fresh tissue is limited to few hundred micrometers due to the high absorption of tissue as a medium. For example, the penetration depth at 0.5 THz is ∼276 μm in cancer, ∼360 μm in fibro and ∼1.142 mm in fat. It is well known that penetration depth decreases as frequency increases, making THz suitable for near surface reflection imaging but more limited in transmission in fresh tissue.
A notable challenge in working with freshly excised human breast cancer tumors is that they are hard to obtain without placing the THz imaging system in a surgical setting. Instead we procured specimens of cancer, alone or adjacent to healthy tissues, through the National Disease Research Interchange (NDRI) biobank, in addition to healthy tissue obtained from breast reduction surgeries. To access a greater frequency of samples with lower cost, we have also used animal models such as xenograft mice where cancer cells were injected to grow tumors and transgenic mice where tumors were spontaneously grown. We also developed phantom breast tumor tissues that mimic freshly excised human tumors with a greatly reduced cost.
Terahertz imaging and spectroscopy system
All experimental results in our research were obtained using the TPS Spectra 3000 terahertz imaging and spectroscopy system, which uses a Ti:Sapphire infrared laser to excite THz antennas fabricated on a low temperature GaAs substrates (Teraview, Ltd., UK) [9] . The system diagram is shown in Fig. 1(a) , where the sample under test is positioned in the reflection mode. The THz signal generated by the antenna is then directed to the sample space using mirrors, with interchangeable modules used for reflection or transmission orientations [21] . The generated THz time domain signal is shown in Fig. 1(b) , with a pulse width of ∼280 fs for the maximum, ∼587 fs for the first minimum, and ∼287 fs for the second minimum. Performing Fourier transform on the time domain pulse results in the frequency domain spectrum from 0.1 to 4 THz seen in Fig. 1(c) . The overall average THz power of the system is ∼1 μW [21] . [7] . In addition to the reflection imaging mode, the THz TPS Spectra 3000 system provides scanning in the transmission imaging mode. For biological tissues, where the medium is highly lossy due to the presence of blood and other fluids, the reflection imaging is more suitable compared with transmission imaging [3] . The scanning mechanism of the system uses stepper motors attached to the stage where the tissue is positioned. These motors move with a user-defined step size ranging from 50 μm to 500 μm. The smaller the step size, the higher the resolution of the image, but the longer the imaging time. For a typical breast cancer sample of 1 cm × 1 cm, the image would take ∼30-40 minutes using step size of 200 μm. The system also provides spectroscopy measurements at room temperature, low temperature down to 4 K using a cryostat and helium gas, and high temperature up to 523 K using a heating cell. All our cancer research was conducted at room temperature.
Terahertz spectroscopy
Characterization of freshly excised human tumor tissue regions to understand their interactions with THz waves is achieved through spectroscopy measurements. A small piece of the freshly excised tissue is placed between two quartz windows with a spacer of 0.1 mm thickness inside a liquid sample holder and measured via transmission spectroscopy at a single point at room temperature, as shown in Fig. 2 . An average of ∼1800 signals is taken to reduce the random noise of the system, and nitrogen gas purging is used to remove any effect from water vapor in the measurement [4] . An inversion algorithm minimizes the amplitude and phase error between the measured data and a theoretical model to extract the refractive index (n) and absorption coefficient (α) in the range from 0.1 THz to 4 THz. The spectroscopy model in all of our work is based on the transmitted electric field through the threelayer system (quartz-tissue-quartz) of the liquid sample holder shown in Fig. 2(c) . However, systems of different layers or in reflection mode require alternative considerations for model accuracy [3, 4] . The transmission spectroscopy results of freshly excised human breast tumors of infiltrating ductal carcinoma (IDC), fibro-glandular, and fatty tissues are shown in Fig. 3 . The results demonstrate a significant differentiation between cancer and fat and less clear differentiation between cancer and fibro-glandular tissue, which is an ongoing challenge [4] .
Terahertz imaging of freshly excised tumors
For each fresh tissue sample, we produce three images: the THz fresh image, THz FFPE image, and pathology image. The process is summarized in [21] . Core THz system imaging utilizes modules for transmission or reflection orientations [3] . Tissues are mounted on polystyrene slides for transmission or polystyrene windows for reflection due to low absorption [3, 6] . THz measurements are taken by scanning the sample and comparing the reflected or transmitted signal at each point against a reference, generally a gold mirror or a known material (reflection) or an empty sample holder (transmission). Normalizing the measured signal with a carefully selected reference is vital to compensate for any phase changes [3] . From there, the THz image can be generated by taking the time domain peak or single frequency magnitude at each point [2] , deconvolving the reference signal [7] , integrating the frequency domain spectral power [2, 4, 10, 21] , or implementing statistical signal processing for cancer classification [2] and [10] .
We investigated imaging three types of freshly excised tumors. The first was human breast cancer obtained from surgery through biobanks. Most specimens were obtained from NDRI as direct lumpectomy or mastectomy surgical tissue placed in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) to maintain tissue health with penicillin streptomycin (PenStrep) to serve as an antibiotic. Specimens were shipped overnight on wet ice, and THz imaging was performed within 24 hours of surgery. This is currently the fastest option to obtain freshly excised human tumors without placing the THz system directly into a surgical setting [4] .
An example human cancer specimen is presented in Fig. 4 , showing a heterogeneous tissue that includes adjacent invasive mammary carcinoma (IMC), ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), fibrous, and fatty tissues. This sample was obtained from a 69 years old female who underwent a left breast mastectomy procedure. In this case, we focused on detecting the cancer on the margins using THz imaging. The dark purple color region in Fig. 4(c) represents the cancer shown as light red in the fresh THz image in Fig. 4(b) . The blue color regions in Fig. 4(b) represents the presence of fat in the tissue while the dark red color represents the healthy collagen as can be seen in the pathology image in Fig. 4 (c) in white and light purple colors, respectively. The THz image of the FFPE tissue block in Fig. 4(d) shows significant differentiation between the cancerous and non-cancerous regions. The yellow-reddish color region indicates cancer, the turquoise blue color indicates collagen, and the blue color indicates fat. Furthermore, DCIS shown in the pathology image of Fig. 4(c) (marked by as 2 ) , is represented in yellow color in Fig. 4(d) , similar to cancer. However, the DCIS region in the tissue could not be differentiated from cancer in the fresh THz image of Fig. 4(b) . This could be due to a possible change in the surface of the fresh tissue during the histopathology process, resulting in different features in these images. The other two types of fresh tumor were obtained from xenograft [2] and transgenic tumors [21] . Xenograft tumors are grown via cell injection of murine-derived E0771 breast adenocarcinoma cells. For our work, tumors were grown in the fat deposits of C57BL/6 black laboratory mice from the Jackson Laboratory maintained on a high fat diet (D12492 from Research Diets, Inc.) and excised once they reached 1 cm in diameter [1] . Excised tumors were transferred in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to our THz system for imaging immediately after excision. Histopathology assessment was then performed by Oklahoma Animal Disease Diagnostic Laboratory (OADDL) followed by FFPE block imaging. Results from one xenograft mouse in Fig. 5 show significant differentiation between cancer and fat. Additional work mapped the pathology assessment of the tissue for statistical comparison to the regions of tissue in the THz image, providing accuracy curves shown in Fig. 5(e) [2] . It should be noted that these mice tumors do not contain fibro-glandular tissues due to the lack of natural fibrous tissue production around the tumor site, and therefore represent an ideal case rather than a realistic one.
Transgenic mice tumors occur naturally due to selective breeding to eliminate a cancer suppressor gene [21] . As such they represent spontaneous tumor growth with associated structures and vasculature, serving as better representations of human tissue than xenograft tumors. The transgenic tumors were excised from MMTV-PyMT mice obtained from the Jackson Laboratory, and the THz imaging results were reported in [21] . The sample in Fig. 6 demonstrates the significant difference in the structure, complexity, and heterogeneity between transgenic and xenograft tumors shown in Fig. 5 . While tumors excised from transgenic mice are more complex in structure, samples in practice mainly contain cancer with little fibro and or fatty tissues due to healthy tissue degradation during tumor growth [21] . As such they were not as useful for developing clear differentiation metrics between cancer and healthy tissue.
Phantom breast tumors
Since freshly excised breast tumors are expensive and difficult to obtain in large quantities, we developed phantom breast tumors to establish initial imaging methodology and for testing contrast agents [5] . These phantom materials contain a TX151 solidifying powder base with varying amounts of water, oil, and surfactant to adjust the THz properties to align with that of fresh cancer and fibro-glandular tissues, verified using THz spectroscopy [5] . Phantoms allow significant control over the experimental setup and the random organization of cancer and healthy tissue. They also serve as a cost-effective means for developing new imaging methodologies and for examining the effects of possible toxic contrast agents, such as nanoparticles, on the effective reflection from tissue [5] .
Our first version of phantom cancer (IDC) was composed of 66% water, 12% oil, 6% surfactant, 14% TX151, and 2% agar. While, phantom fibro was composed of 56% water, 18% oil, 10% surfactant, 14% TX151, and 2% agar [5] . The phantom fatty tissue was composed of butter (solid oil-water emulsion). However, due to the presence of air bubbles and the soft texture of the fatty phantom tissues, we optimized the design as reported in [19] . The phantom model tumors that contained cancer and fibro with and without onion-like carbon (OLC) as a contrast agent are presented in Fig. 7 and reported in [5] . It was concluded that OLC represented a good contract agent to enhance the differentiation between cancerous and fibro phantom breast tissues in THz imaging. While a 1% OLC by weight against the tissue phantom showed little effect, a higher presence of OLC drastically changed the THz reflection. More investigation is needed to define how much OLC is practical in a surgical setting. Additionally, the toxicity of OLC requires further research in the future. Current research to develop three-dimensional phantom models with heterogeneous structures aims to mimic realistic human breast cancer tumors.
Conclusions
Terahertz imaging and spectroscopy technology has shown potential in detecting cancer in excised breast tumors without the use of contrast agent. An advantage of THz imaging that it provides a whole slide image of the specimen. The results demonstrated a strong differentiation between cancerous and non-cancerous regions. In THz imaging of dehydrated tissues, the contrast between the cancer and connective healthy tissues (fibroglandular) is significant and closely aligned with pathology. THz images of freshly excised tissues show reasonably good contrast between different tissue regions as well, though direct comparison with pathology remains a challenge due to changes to the tissue during the histopathology process. A strong pathology correlation and development of the intraoperative technique continues to be the focus of future work.
